
Children of Pain, Solitude and Silence 

 

Most residents of Israel would agree that the current situation has has moved from 

trying to outright trauma. What have we to say to our children in these circumstances? 

 

There are three main elements to trauma: pain, solitude and silence. Pain is the most 

obvious. We, and our children, are exposed to a constant barrage of  uncertainty, 

insecurity, loss of life and limb. This exposure is frequently too much to bear, creating 

an inner feeling of loss of equilibrium. The ways we are used to defending our inner 

lives, by denying or projecting’ rationalizing or sublimating, are simply not up to the 

task. So we feel both a series of pains from specific assaults, and a genaralized pain of 

being overwhelmed. 

 

Direct pain requires direct relief, and parents are the sourec of such relief for their 

children. A parent in pain is not of much use here, so parents are well advised to 

actively attend to their own pain first, much the way adults put on their own oxygen 

mask before putting on that of a child when cabin pressure falls, (if anyone still 

remembers what air travel was like.). Once parents feel recompmosed enough, there 

are a variety of ways to address pain directly and immediately. All of these ways 

involve recognizing the child’s pain as understandable and helping the child to 

conclude that feeling pain is a legitimate response. Relieving pain is a kind of 

regulation that the adult performs for the child. It always involves listening to the 

pain, at least partially, before removing it. Young children need bodily comforting, 

holding and hugging. School age children might accept a massage as a more mature 

form, adolescents might want to exercise together. All ages can make use of music, 

and putting together a family collection something like the legendary “pigua discs” on 

the radion could help expedite matters. Other forms of artistic expression, dancing if it 

speaks to family inclinations, or plastic arts can be helpful. The younger the child, the 

more comfortable she will be with these forms in the family. Food should not be 

underestimated. Many recall the water the whole country was told to drink during the 

Gulf War. Children of all ages comfort themselves with food and drink. Scents, for 

example on skin creams often create a special soothing. Adolescents will ofetn wish 

to be alone, especially in oredr to listen to music only they can undersstand or 

tolerate, or will huddle among themsleves, and this need should be accepted. Talking, 

ventilating, blowing off steam is important in some but not in all families. When 

words comfort, use them, read them, write them. Some films or parts of htem have 

especially calming effects of family members.  In general, parents can imagine 

creating a sort of “comfort kit” that is customized for each child – and one for the 

adults as well. 

 

Solitude is a less easily appreciated aspect of trauma. Because each individual is 

different in the details of response to pain, people often feel a searing sense of being 

all alone with their own special form of pain. The more one feels alone, the more 

vulnerable to the pain becoming overwhelming. While comforting involves not being 

alone as well, the matter of solitude comes after pain relief and is more extended in 

time. Solitude is relieved by a sense of belonging.. The current situiation is 

particulatrly difficult fro many Israelis who find no reliable and coherent “we” to 

belong to. Many Israelis on the Left and the Right complain of a lack of clear 

direction, including a lack of leaders with whom they can comfortably identify. When 

society fails to provide a nucleus, the crystal of cohesion can precipitate only in the 



family, a sprecial burden for families today. Parents are asked to create an image of 

local Prime Ministers for their children, although it is quite unclear to many just what 

direction these local familial leaders have to offer. Here I think parents would do well 

to speak their own truth plainly from a personal position. I think young children, 

below say 8 or so need to be able to identify with a parent who can say, “This is what 

I think today.” I think there is ample room for children to hear each paent speak 

something different from each other. Children feel less alone when someone has 

something to say. The point here is more one of identification than of certainty. I think 

that parents who are willing to make a statement are more able to listen deeply to 

what their children have to say.  

Older children are used to adults providing answers. They are used to approval for the 

“right” answers, and look down upon ignorance and unceratinty.They will need 

special help to understand that a period of unceratinty involves looking for answers, 

not necessarily already having them. The issue will be more of preserving self-esteem 

as the family articulates thoughts that are interesting and understandable, even if they 

do not provide the immediate solution. I fear that children receive little solace from 

parents who know why everyone they see on television is wrong if there is no positive 

statement or at least a wish and a search for one. 

Adolescents will resolve their solitude mainly among their friends. They will identify 

more easily with more extreme positions, and will often express with a disconcerting 

arrogance somewhat simplistic positions. (This does not mean that they are all in 

tarining for a political career). Sometimes the adolescents’ position will seem like a 

charicature of the parents’ line. Parents should respect their teenagers’ need for such 

positions and not angage in too strenuous a persuading to think otherwise. 

Adolescents need a discussion that involves helping to understand what parents think 

– and that parents think, while parents take an interest in the views of the adolescent.  

 

Silence is the silent elemnt of trauma. It involves a silencing of the inner voice of pain 

and of solitude. The silencing of trauma involves being told: nothing has happened to 

you. This creates deep confusion. The relief of silence involves voice lessons. 

Children of all ages need room to express how frightened, insicure, angry and 

frustrated they feel these days. They need room for a voice not only of pain but also of 

protest. Children feel entitled to a life free from trauma, and feel betrayed by the 

constant lack of protection to which they are epxosed. Parents might hope that the 

anger would be directed alsewhere, but it always focusses as well on the primary adult 

protector -  namely them. Young children will protest more directly and their anger 

needs to be accepted: they are indeed not protected enough right now. Older children 

may express their protest in a different manner. They may act like a charicaryre of 

adults – teachers, for example – and scold adults for their silliness. They may point 

out that adults are doing what adults tell them not to do – resorting to violnce, always 

blaming someone else, not finding a way to resolve anything. These expressions 

should be encouraged and accepted, painful as they are to adult ears.  

Teenagers often will withdraw from active interest in the situation, and I think this 

withdrawal may well be a form of protest as well. Teens in particular may be feeling 

very poorly parented by adults at home and in society. They may be more frighteend 

but less willing to admit it. They may be feeling expected to say or do something that 

they feel not only incapable of  performing, but that they see the adults around them 

equally incompetent. They may be hard pressed to find figures with whom they can 

identify among Israeli leadres today. It is crucial for teens to gain recognition by the 

parents of the enormous developmental burden that the “situation” places upon their 



adolescence. They should be encouraged to speak even from a point of disdain or 

alienation. Eliciting the strains of protest allows them entry into a dialogue, even if the 

matters bears no clear resolution. And it should be small wonder to parents that 

teemns look eslewhere – anywhere but the news – to find material that serves their 

development. 

 

One final matter holds true for all ages. One of the most confusing and invidious 

burdens on children who develop in situations of voilent conflict is the tendency to 

demonize the other side. Robert Coles pointed this out in his intriguing book, The 

Political Life of Children. Parents would be well advised to talk with their children 

about how they imagine the day to day life of Palestinian children today. Nothing 

gives children more hope than the understanding that children of the enemy side are 

very much like themslves, - also growing up in times of pain, solitude and silence. 


